
Better Late Than Not At All 

or 
Doing the Texas 200 The Really Hard Way 

  

 It’s Monday afternoon, the day the Texas 200 officially starts, when I 
decide that I can go after all.  

 

 The Traditional Way boats will have left Port Mansfield early this 
morning. By this time, they are either at or approaching Camp One in the 
Land Cut. The Hard Way boats sailed out of Magnolia Beach yesterday, to 
what they are calling Camp Zero, at Pass Cavallo. They should be at Hidden 
Pass, their Camp One, by now. 
 

 A family medical emergency on Friday afternoon had kept me from my 
planned 3:00 a.m. Saturday departure. I’ve missed the nephews’ Texas Water 
Safari start, and it’s too late for the planned furniture delivery to a couple of 
nieces in South Texas, but I figure that if I can get to Magnolia Beach to-
night, I can still sail out tomorrow morning just 2 days after the rest of the 
Hard Way boats. Maybe, just maybe, I can catch them before they meet up 
with the rest of the Texas 200 fleet on Wednesday and head back north on 
Thursday morning. 

 

 I throw everything into Gamaray, my Michalak Mayfly 14, and pull 
out of the driveway at 3:00 p.m. Only one stop along the way, for gas. We’re 
alongside the ramp at Magnolia Beach Park by 7:30 p.m. It's a little over an 
hour until dark. I rig the Mayfly and get her in the water, then pull her over to 
the side, still inside the breakwater, onto a small area of sand. This leaves the 
ramp accessible, just in case any fishermen show up in the morning before I 
get going. This is unlikely. I plan on a pre-dawn departure. 
 



 No time to set up the tent. I yank the mosquito net out of its bin in the 
boat’s aft storage compartment and drape it over the open window of the 
truck, which is sideways to the prevailing winds for good airflow across the 
drivers' seat. Then, in a rare moment of actually thinking ahead, I pull out the 
galley box and set up the alcohol stove on the tailgate of the truck. If I make 
coffee tonight then tomorrow morning the thermos will have already been 
filled. This, I think, will save me some prep time before heading out. 

 

 Except that, in my haste to depart Beaumont this afternoon, I have for-
gotten the bag of Gevalia Columbia medium roast coffee that was sitting on 
the counter in the kitchen, right next to the paper filters. 

 

 I look at my watch. It’s a quarter ‘til 9. I can't remember how late the 
JT One Stop stays open during the week, so I frantically unhitch the trailer, 
throw the stove and mosquito net onto it, and take off toward the only store in 
Magnolia Beach. If they're closed, Port Lavaca is 10 or 15 miles up the road. 
They have a 24 hour WalMart. There is no way in hell I am doing this trip 
without coffee. 

 

 The lights inside the store are still on as I screech into the parking lot. I 
get out of the truck, go in, and find the coffee shelf. The old adage about beg-
gars and choosers comes to mind. I shrug, and grab the next to last big red 
container of Folgers, which seems to be the only coffee available. The part of 
the shelf labeled “Coffee Filters” is empty. The clerk notices what I'm look-
ing at and says “Sorry, we are out of coffee filters. You can use paper towels, 
we have those.” I think I saw the gold coffee filter in the galley box. Or did I? 
I grab a roll just in case. As I check out I am happier than I probably look. 

 

 Back at the ramp, I set everything up again and make coffee for tomor-
row, then repack the galley box. After a Clif bar and a beer, I put the drivers 
side seat all the way back.  Sleep comes quickly. 



 

 I’m awake at 4:00 a.m. Wound up in anticipation of a few days on the 
water, going back to sleep is not an option. After making sure that everything 
that needs to be on the boat is out of the truck, I hitch the trailer back up and 
head to the parking that the generous folks at the JT One Stop are providing 
for us yet again this year. It’s my last chance to go for a run this week, so af-
ter I lock the truck, I make the most of the mile or so to the ramp through 
dark, quiet streets. In just a few minutes, I'm back at the boat. My boat 
clothes are waiting. After I change, I get the sail up and put the cockpit in or-
der, then take a break for coffee and a Clif Bar. As soon as I finish, about 
5:40 a.m., I shove off with one reef in the sail. 

Ready for departure 

 

This early in the day the winds are moderate and out of the South, but as usu-
al down here they build steadily after the sun comes up. Before long I have to 
stop for a moment and put the second reef in. The waves on Matagorda Bay 
are 3 feet high and the bailing keeps me constantly busy.  

 



 I am finding that I can’t sail using my normal upwind tacking angles in 
these waves. One moment we’re sailing along and the next a larger-than-
usual wave breaks over the bow and the boat shudders to a halt. I start bear-
ing off a bit and am rewarded with enough speed to punch through even the 
larger waves.  

 

 It's a wet ride this morning. The sun is mostly behind clouds, and with 
both the air and water temps down here a good 10 degrees below what is 
normal for June (think mid 80's rather than mid 90's), my fast drying boat 
clothes are making me chilly in the rising winds. A few hours into the sail, I 
start shivering. I stop the boat long enough to retrieve my rain jacket from the 
rear compartment. This keeps the wind off me, and I warm up quickly. I wear 
it all day. 

 

We tack down Matagorda Bay into the wind for 9 hours. 

 

 Things get interesting as we sail across the ICW at the end of the Port 
O’Connor Jetties. Suddenly the waves are bigger although the period stays 
about the same. I’m starting to wonder if we’ll make it through without cap-
sizing when they suddenly get smaller, and I know that we’ve made it to the 
other side of the ICW. We head for the entrance to Big Bayou, a small, twist-
ing channel that will take us into Espiritu Santos Bay just north of Bayucos 
Island. 

 

 After turning into Big Bayou, it all gets much easier. Once we hit the 
channel I run Gamaray up into some shallows on the windward side and take 
a break. After a quick lunch, lots of water, and some coffee, I’m good to go. 
We’re still close hauled but we make Hidden Pass, the first camp, a few 
hours later having sailed the rest of the way on one tack. 

 



 Hidden Pass has changed since we were here last June. Then, we had 
sailed through from south to north in a channel that was maybe 15 feet wide 
and 3 or 4 feet deep. Today, there is no channel, just an expanse of crushed 
oyster shell that runs over where the channel used to be, broken only by the 
top 12 inches of the southernmost channel bulkhead. Things change quickly 
down here. 

 A Lonely Mayfly 14 at Hidden Pass 

 

 I get the tent set up and put on my camp clothes. It is good to be dry. 
After the rains this spring I expected the clouds of mosquitoes that we nor-
mally would have during such a wet year, but surprisingly, there are just a 
few. The wind may have something to do with that. It has not laid down this 
evening, in fact, I've had to rig a couple of tie downs on the windward side of 
the tent to keep it from blowing over. Maybe the mosquitoes are all down-
wind, biding their time, waiting for calmer air. A quick supper and by dark I 
am inside the tent and asleep, safe from those small, winged bullies and their 
bloody desires.  

 



 I wake up at 5:00 a.m. I’ve not had a lot of rest in the last 4 days, so I 
turn over and go back to sleep. An hour and a half later I roll off the sleeping 
pad, change into my boat clothes (which are somewhat dryer after hanging all 
night in the tent), and make the day's coffee. I drink half and put the other 
half into the thermos for this afternoon. Breaking camp doesn’t take long, and 
by about 7:30 I am on the water, headed through First Chain of Islands across 
San Antonio Bay to Panther Point. 

 

 I've never seen a panther on the barrier islands, but I suppose there had 
to have been at least one out there at some point in time. There are lots of in-
teresting names on the chart, some dating back several centuries. It seems 
that every nook and cranny down here has a name with a story behind it- Rat-
tlesnake Island, Blackjack Shore, Bray Cove, Bull Haul Shoreline, Jay Bird 
Point, Deadman Reef, Cow Chip Cove, and Quarantine Shoreline represent 
just a few.  

 

  The southern part of San Antonio Bay is bounded in the northeast by 
First Chain of Islands and in the southwest by Second Chain of Islands. There 
are at least 17 named oyster reefs in the Bay, which is well respected among 
sailors of small boats not only for the plethora of reefs, but for the washing 
machine-like chop that is present in winds above 10 knots. By staying close 
to Matagorda Island we are able to stay in smoother water while at the same 
time steering clear of the reefs, which are mostly in the northern part of the 
Bay. 

 

 We make it past Panther Reef. It's not long before I turn the boat off the 
wind and we head for the entrance to Ayres Dugout. As we approach, I can 
see what looks like a catamaran mast with a float on it over in the area behind 
the channel. It looks like they are coming in from the south, maybe heading 
for the dugout entrance on the other side of the island. 

 



  This is not the first time I’ve sailed through the dugouts from north to 
south, but in the past it’s always been on winter trips with a north wind at my 
back. Today the wind is, as usual, from the south-southeast. We're hard on 
the wind as we hit the channel entrance. The trees in front of the three fishing 
shacks on the island next to the channel are making the wind somewhat iffy, 
but we are making way. Then a boat with a float on top of the mast crosses 
the channel in front of me with all sail down and goes softly onto the reef. It's 
a friend of mine and his son. They have drifted off the other side of the chan-
nel having missed the southwest entrance to the Dugout. As we hit the shore 
in front of one of the shacks, they are already out of the boat and pushing it 
off. I step ashore holding the bow line and ask if they need help. 

 

 They ask that I stand by for a minute, and so I do. They are well 
equipped for walking on oysters, with proper boots and gloves on. My friend 
explains that they are headed home, we talk for a couple of minutes, then 
they sail off headed back the way we came. 

 

 I shove Gamaray back into the channel and we creep southwest until 
the channel turns slightly to port. I pinch the boat up into the wind as far as 
she will go and still make any speed at all. And I make the same mistake that 
my friend had. Where the channel used to jog a bit to the south, there are now 
oysters. We run up on them, push off with an oar, and looking around I see 
that the channel now runs straight out into Mesquite Bay. We are not the last 
boat this week to have this issue. 

 

 This confirms again that things are always changing here. It's easy to 
think of an oyster reef as a fixed object. The reality is that they die back and 
they grow, sometimes in new directions. GPS tracks from past passages 
through the back bays can be helpful, but there is no substitute for paying 
close attention to the water in front of you.  

 



 Channel markers, too, are always changing in the back bays. They are 
different virtually every time I've been through here. They get snapped off in 
storms and damaged when boats hit them. Repairs happen infrequently or not 
at all. It's a new challenge every time you sail back there.   

  

 We've had no further problems. Cedar Dugout and Carlos Dugout are 
to our stern. We sail between Spalding Reef and Poverty Reef, around the tip 
of Jay Bird Reef, and head for Paul's Mott. 

Paul's Mott 

 

 When I see The Cross, on the southwest side of the Mott - really just an 
old mast with spreaders attached - I head for it. We've used that site for me-
morial services and a wedding on past Texas 200's, and it's a good place for a 
lunch break. As we get closer, it becomes apparent that one of the spreaders 



is gone. The Cross is a cross no more. I pull up about 10 feet from it and look 
around.   

  

 The storms this past winter were not kind to Paul's Mott. The ap-
proaches, which used to be crushed oyster shell, are mud now. The Cross sits 
only 8 or 9 feet from the water, half the distance it was when I was here with 
some friends in December, and the concrete base at its bottom has about 6 
inches exposed. The flat spots where we've pitched tents on past Texas 200s 
have been washed away, and all that is left are the shell berms that separate 
the bay from the marshes to the southeast. (Some friends visited the Mott this 
fall after Hurricane Harvey, and reported that the flats have been somewhat 
restored, although the mast is gone...) 

 

 It's about an hour before sunset when I spot sailboat masts up ahead at 
Camp 3. We have caught up with the fleet. I pull the boat up on the beach at 
the northern tip of Mud Island right at 8:00 p.m. After quickly setting up 
camp I have supper and chat with a few friends, then hit the sack at the end of 
a long but worthwhile day. 

 



Headed Downwind 

 In the morning we head back downwind, and the next two days are 
easy, with moderate winds and less chop. There are other boats everywhere 
in sharp contrast to Tuesday and Wednesdays' solitude. We make both Army 
Hole (Camp 4) and Magnolia Beach (the finish) in the early afternoon, giving 
me lots of time for visiting and catching up with friends, some who I haven't 
seen since last years' event.  



Army Hole 

 

 And that's what it is really about. I mean, there is an undeniable attrac-
tion to the challenge of the 200. Dropout rates have been as high as 50%, de-
pending on how bad conditions are in a given year. The event has a well-
deserved reputation for carnage. But the big reason that so many of us do the 
Texas 200 year after year is the opportunity to sail with and learn from a 
bunch of like-minded folks who include some of the finest people I've ever 
met. This is well worth some very challenging days on the water. 



Mayflies and a Dovekie at Magnolia Beach 

 

  When I make it home on Saturday evening, I mark the dates for 
next year’s Texas 200 on my calendar. Planning is underway. 

A note about the Hard Way 

This year (2017) for the first time there were two completely different official 
Texas 200 routes to choose from. The traditional route ran from Port Mans-
field to Magnolia Beach as it generally does. The new option was called the 
Hard Way, and was meant to present a new set of challenges to veterans of 
the event. This route started in Magnolia Beach and required you to sail up-
wind for the first three days, with the idea being that you would meet the fleet 
headed north from Port Mansfield at Camp 3 on Mud Island, then head back 
downwind with them to Camp 4 and the finish at Magnolia Beach.  

 



Chuck Pierce lives in Beaumont, Texas with his wife Kathy and Stella the 
85-pound half Lab/half Cur puppy also known as “Crazy Dog, Herder of Cat-
tle Until They Get Too Close”. She went sailing for the first time in August. 
She liked it. 
                                                                                                                                         
 


